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(:11). We know everything about the matter state but we know nothing about states of Pl, 

we need to learn how to work with both sides. Problems are developing with scientists 

who work in Plasma Matter state, they have to deny Pl of the space. (:18). Since we 

showed the new Pl generators  there are huge shifts in governments in one way or the 

other. We are working on a compact S and wireless power S. (:22). We cannot operate 

unless we can teach and explain the T to the other scientists. (:27). Douglas shows the 

new MaGrav Power Generator, cover up the new S so no one sees it. It is running 4.4 

kilowatts with motors running, these Units can go to 20 kilowatts. But we will sell them 

at 3 kilowatts. (:35). Shows the rotating Gans balls, talks about when the planets reach 

saturation and shifts the poles. (:38). The movement of the Gans ball like a pendulum, 

like a heartbeat back and forth, it's a polarity shifting. (:45). Renan shows Gans balls in 

water, can't see the movements at moment but it was earlier. The top ball should not 

touch the liquid, when it does it links up and you don't see any changes. You need a 

distance gap. (:49). It produces both AC and DC output. (:52). Douglas shows again the 

Gans balls in rotation. We need to make application for this effect, redesigning motor and 

power supplies. The Institute on vacation until September 21st. (:58). Alek shows his 

rotation of LP in the bottle. Keshe says you can use this rotating liquid in the same way 

we use steam to rotate blades. You can use these to remove matter from the fields. (1:03). 

We don't start manufacturing, you do. Nobody has paid a single cent to the KF. We are 

here to support you to setup, we give the T freely.   (1:10). We'll explain the sign 

language with the fingers. The brain, the E part in center, in the center of that is the seat 

of soul, the energy in the containment of the body is 17 times the Hiroshima bomb, look 

at arms and 3 finger, P, E and soul, in your fingers and arms you carry the same structure, 

you're back into the structure of the 3 dimensions within the 3 dimensions. The structure 

of the man is based on the Pl. The stronger soul part sits with your thumb, indes finger 

with E, little finger P. It's like your Stacker Unit, the inner core is brain and E, Soul, and 

the outer core the hands and arms, everything in our life is based on this, if we understand 

it and can use it, we will not be abused. Now you put your thumb towards yourself and 

feed yourself in the cycle of P.  (1:14). The structure of humanity sits on the ? of the Pl. 

The SF within you. In the soul of man we deal with more powerful forces, that's the 

center core (4th core above). There is a report that the Chinese took down a UFO, if true 

what did they use to interact with it? Those who tried to murder me are infiltrating the 

Belgium groups, be careful. (1:18). Keshe has to go to meeting in Rome, Armand takes 

over. (1:21). Armand got the Chinese Balls from Internet, Search for clear plastic balls, 

(Ali Baba), look in hobby shops. He didn't N coat the center coil because he connects it to 

earth, it shouldn't N coat over time if connected to earth ?  Q: You can do without 

capacitors if you get rotation in your coils. (not clear ...). By using different Gans on your 

coils, ?? make a permanent energy. (1:28).  (1:31). With 2 triple plastic balls, fill one in 

an order and the other in the reverse order you get interaction and motion. (1:35). You 

have your Stacker at home and then you can put Gans balls around the house and play 

with the interaction. You don't need a lot of Gans, can use LP.  (1:38). He switched from 

patches to coils for lady with lung cancer. You can use the balls, if you create an 

interaction with the balls you can make the change. You can put 2 or 3 balls inside each 

other, doesn't matter, depends on mixture of Gans. One drop of the AA in center core 



gives you control of craft. (1:42). Neutron, proton, electron, Principle Matter, transition, 

matter. (1:50).  (2:06).  It's alive. (2:18).  (2:44). Caroline reads, that we don't have 

enough energy. (2:46). Things are speeding up very fast in last 3 weeks, go to the 

Universal Chat rooms for your questions. (2:50). Simple ways to rotate balls or ways to 

mix Gans without motor.  (2:54).  (3:03). Man shows a soup of Gans for Coils. The Gans 

start to form different mixtures and formations. (3:07). We see a definite pattern in the 

Gans. (3:12). Tow spirals one M and one G. He says he had forgotten that he had a figure 

8 N coated wire at the bottom, thus the Gans is flowing in the direction of the fields. He 

took out the wire and the fields continued to stay. He used a few drops of lead, CH3, 

CO2, ??, Cu O2, Al. (3:23). (3:32). Australian System showing plastic Gans balls, if you 

N coat a core then you can put LP inside and then remove and the fields will remain in it. 

You can also rotate dry Gans. (3:44). You don't need much of the Gans mostly liquid. Be 

aware of what you are creating and give to your reactor. Pray and have good intention for 

reactor and world peace.  

 


